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Complaints lodged 
over ASUM elections
candidate on the Students for 
Justice ticket not elected. She 
received the least amount of votes 
of all the candidates for the off- 
campus seats.
Wilson was unavailable after 
Dille had officially decided to 
contest the election, but she said 
earlier that if Dille did, the request 
would be considered at the elec­
tion committee meeting Saturday.
Dahlem said “the possibility is 
there" that the ballot boxes were 
stuffed. He emphasized that this is 
only a possibility since some of the 
tables were manned by only one 
person and some of the election 
workers had openly endorsed a 
candidate.
The committee will count the 
signatures and ballots Saturday. 
The total ballots will be counted, 
including the write-ins and invalid 
ballots which were not counted 
Wednesday night.
Dahlem said he did not know 
what action the Students for Jus­
tice would take if the number of 
signatures of registering voters did 
not match the number of ballots 
cast, but he said asking for a new 
election was one possibility.
John Wicks, faculty advisor for 
Central Board who worked at the 
election Wednesday night, said he 
cannot remember any election 
where the number of signatures 
matched the number of ballots. 
The emphasis in student elections, 
he said, is on validating ID cards. 
Once a student’s ID card is validat­
ed, he cannot vote again.
At an election committee meet­
ing Thursday morning called to 
consider some of the requests, the 
committee dismissed two requests 
for new elections. One re­
quest was based on the fact 
that only one person was manning 
the voting table where a student 
voted.
The student filed the complaint 
because she had been told this was 
against the ASUM bylaws. Howev­
er, the bylaws do not say anything 
about how many people must work 
at a voting table.
Another request was filed by 
Ruth “Kitty" Kvinge, senior in
• Coni, on p. 4.
SILVERSMITH R. Wade Nelson peers through a silver and gold pendant 
In the shape of a television, one of many pieces at the University Center 
Art Fair this week. The set has a glass “screen" and, according to the 
artist, “anything from a picture of a friend to your pet cockroach can be 
kept Inside and close to your heart." (Staff photo by Mike Sanderson.)
ASUM to leave 
business office
By JILL THOMPSON
Montana Kalinin Reporter
July 1 is the target date for 
moving ASUM financial accounts 
out of the University of Montana 
business office, according to Steve 
Huntington, ASUM business man­
ager.
Huntington said the ASUM busi­
ness office will do its own billing 
and collection of accounts.
Although the student money 
over which ASUM has control will 
remain in the state treasury, he 
said, the ASUM business office will 
open its own revolving account at a 
local bank. ASUM will write checks ' 
on this account, and the account 
will be reimbursed from the state 
treasury, he said.
A 1974 ruling by former AttQrney 
General Robert Woodahl stated 
that since student money is col­
lected through the university, a 
state institution, it is public money. 
Such money must be kept in the 
state treasury, and a state account­
ing . unit, in this case the UM 
business office, must provide 
“reasonable accountability” for it, 
Huntington said.
However, he said, if the ASUM 
business office provides this "reas­
onable accountability" to the UM 
business office's satisfaction and 
provides them with monthly finan­
cial statements, this would satisfy 
the state requirements.
Ruling Question 
Huntington said he has done 
“preliminary work" to seek a re­
view of the ruling by Attorney 
General Mike Greely. He said that 
if Woodahl's ruling is overturned, 
ASUM would have “total flexibili­
ty” in its business matters.
He added, however, that ASUM 
may be “perfectly satisfied" with its 
arrangement as is and it would 
make no difference whether the 
ruling were overturned.
Huntington said that under the 
new system, ASUM would contract
•  Cont. on p. 4.
By JERI PULLUM
Mori tana Kalmln News Editor
Calling Wednesday's ASUM 
election disorganized and absurd, 
among other terms, University of 
Montana students have been call­
ing for recounts, new elections or 
new voter tallies.
Among the requests received by 
the ASUM election committee are:
• a request for a new election of 
Central Board members by Martha 
Dille, a Students for Justice candi­
date for an off-campus seat, whose 
name was accidentally left off the 
ballot. The mistake was discovered 
about 10 a.m. and new ballots were 
at the tables by 11 a.m.
• a request for a recount of the 
on-campus ballots by Jon Jacob­
son, an unsuccessful Students for 
Justice candidate who was only 
eight votes behind Larry Vicars, 
the elected candidate who re­
ceived the least number of votes. 
According to ASUM by laws, any 
candidate can demand a recount if 
he is within 5 percent of the next 
highest candidate. Jacobson re­
ceived 302 votes. Vicars received 
310.
•  a request from the Students 
for Justice representative Mike 
Dahlem for a tally of the number of 
students who signed a signature 
sheet while voting, compared to 
the number of actual ballots cast.
•  three requests from students 
who are calling for a new election 
because of improper election 
procedures. Two of these requests
were dismissed. The third will be 
considered by the elections com­
mittee Saturday.
Off-campus candidate Pat Duffy 
is also eligible to demand a re­
count.
VOTED INTO OFFICE by a 
substantial margin In Wednesday's 
election, ASUM President-elect 
Garth Jacobson says he opposes a 
re-run of the election.
Dille, the candidate whose name 
was left off the ballot, said she 
decided to contest the election for 
“personal reasons." The decision 
was not a consensus of the Stu­
dents for Justice. In fact, she said, 
most of them did not know that she 
had decided to contest.
"Whether you win or not you 
want a fair election," she said.
Dille was the only off-campus
Bowers to tell legislators 
of staff cuts’ effect on UM
By DANIEL BLAHA
Montana Kalmln Raportar
University of Montana President 
Richard Bowers is planning to tell 
a legislative committee March 11 
about the impacts on UM 
operations and programs of 
making the rapid faculty and staff 
reductions imposed by a reduced 
budget.
However, at a press conference 
yesterday, Bowers said there will 
be much that he won’t be able to 
address in his impact statement 
for fear of committing an unfair 
labor practice. In fact, just 
^discussing matters that eventually 
show up on the bargaining table 
could be construed as an unfair 
labor practice, he said.
‘Scared to Death’
“We're leaning over backward to 
avoid an unfair labor practice," 
Bowers said.
Oh Jan. 28 the Legislative 
Interim Finance Committee 
requested meetings between the
various state offices that have a 
hand in university system 
appropriations. The finance 
committee told the groups to try to 
work out a more fair and uniform 
approach to university budgeting, 
and to gather information about 
faculty and staff reductions 
underway at UM.
Sen. William Mathers, R-Miles 
City, the chairman of the finance 
com m ittee, exp la ined the 
committee’s request to Bower? in 
a letter in early February. That let­
ter says the committee wants "to 
determine the facts concerning 
numbers of faculty and non­
faculty terminated to determine if 
those reductions are in line with 
legislative action. This report 
would be made available at the 
committee’s March meeting.”
Second, the letter says the 
committee wants its staff, working 
with the other groups, "to attempt 
to determine program impacts 
realized as a result of these 
reductions."
Bowers said a member of the 
legislative fiscal analyst's staff has
been w ork ing w ith  Daryl 
Sorenson, UM d irector of 
Institutional research, to draw out 
the "whole financial picture of the 
reductions."
Statement to be Presented 
And Bowers said he has asked 
all academic and non-academic 
“units" to submit statements 
assessing the impact of personnel 
cuts to his office by March 6. He 
said the impact statement to be 
presented to the finance 
committee would probably have to 
be written next Friday night before 
the Saturday meeting, since he will 
be gone most of next week on an 
accreditation trip to Utah.
"We want (the impact report) to 
be honest," Bowers said, "but we 
don't want to overdramatize: we 
don't want to go off half-cocked 
and drive students away."
He said the impact statement 
would not include such things as 
the impact on teaching loads, 
class size and other matters that
•  Coni, on p. 8.
Cold w eekend
Winter has made its pres­
ence strongly felt the last few 
days in Missoula and will 
continue to do so today and 
tomorrow. Today should be 
partly cloudy and cold, but 
with diminished winds.
The predicted high for 
today and tomorrow is 20 to 
25 degrees. Low tempera­
tures should be 0 to 5. A 20 
percent chance of snow 
showers has been forecast 
for today. That will rise to 30 
percent tonight.
■  m o n t a n a
—k a im in —
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Young leaders in action
Garth Jacobson and Jeff Gray won a 
resounding victory in Wednesday's 
ASUM elections.
These new leaders will be facing a 
Central Board on which the Students 
for Justice will hold the majority (11 of 
20 seats).
All the student leaders face a big 
problem, however. How can they allow 
the results of this very poorly run 
election to stand?
Student government is supposed to 
give youngsters the opportunity to 
learn responsibility. The state allows 
them to manage more than $300,000 in 
state funds (student-fee monies), and 
the state tries to stay out of student 
affairs as much as it sees fit.
If student government is supposed to 
prepare young leaders for outside 
work, then it had better begin living up 
to the demands of the outside world.
According to Missoula's election 
director, Roberta Frank, if a candidate 
was left off the ballot in a city election, 
the election would be invalidated, 
probably through an action of the city 
attorney in a local court. A new election 
would be called.
Frank said she has had nightmares 
about this actually happening; it did 
happen in ASUM's election.
A Students for Justice off-campus 
candidate, Martha Dille, was left off the 
ballot for a good part of the election. 
Dille decided yesterday to formally 
contest the election. Central Board will 
probably be asked to hold another 
election for both off- and on-campus 
seats since some voters were denied 
access to off-campus ballots and were 
forced to vote on an on-campus ballot 
when ballots ran short.
CB will have little option but to call 
another election.
The ASUM bylaws don’t set down 
many requirements for student elec­
tions. State statutes set the standards 
for Frank and her workers.
“Elections are, by nature, heavily 
scrutinized," Frank noted. Under scrut­
iny, ASUM’s election fails nearly every 
test of fairness.
For starters, ASUM bylaws require 
that an absentee voting procedure be 
set up to allow all students an oppor­
tunity to vote. This did not happen; 
members of the UM swim team, for 
example, who had to be out of town for 
the election, asked in the ASUM offices 
about absentee procedures and were 
told none existed.
In city and county elections, the 
people who are to be poll judges and 
election workers are put on a list which 
is presented to both of the political 
parties for their approval. Both sides 
have the right to strike names from that 
list. The judges are finally selected by 
the elections office; workers are paid 
the prevailing federal minimum wage 
for their time.
In past years, ASUM has followed a 
somewhat similar procedure in that the 
names of those who would count the 
votes were presented to CB for its 
approval. While election workers have 
never been paid, there were at least 
enough of them to satisfy all parties 
that the election would be free of fraud.
But ASUM's election chairman this 
time around was so short-handed that 
she had to ask former candidates to run 
voting tables — former candidates 
whose presence at those tables could 
give the aura of foul play.
Charmaine Wilson said yesterday 
she thinks there was "no fraud” in 
Wednesday's election. But she would 
be hard pressed to prove it. Voters were
allowed to handle their own ballots, 
election workers were rushed, and, as 
Jeff Dobbins, a former business man­
ager candidate, put it, “ it would have 
been very easy to stuff those boxes.”
Worse, ASUM has no way to com­
pare how many people actually voted 
to how many ballots were turned in. 
Students were asked to sign a sheet 
when they voted, but these signatures 
fell short of the number'of bajlots 
counted.
CB faculty adviser John Wicks said 
this is usually the case in ASUM
Election a ‘sham’
Editor: An open letter to Charmaine Wilson: 
This letter represents a formal request for 
another ASUM election. This request is not 
any cheap political ploy, rather it is based 
solely on what I personally observed as 
being an election (or at least a portion of 
which), which was nothing short of being a 
sham.
This was my experience: At approximate­
ly 1 p.m., I went to the election table in the 
LA building to vote. The table was being 
inundated by students, most of which were 
picking up their own ballots, particularly 
the ballot concerned with the president- 
/vice president seats. Some people (pre­
sumably the ones more familiar with the 
election process) were also grabbing their 
own CB ballots. Others, presumably those 
less familiar with the process, were handed 
ballots by the two women supervising the 
voting. At this point I was amazed that one 
could (and most people were) merely 
reaching in and grabbing ballots. My 
amazement was soon to become dismay.
To go on: One of the women at the desk 
said, "sign there,” pointing to the form. I 
signed, picked up my own ballot for 
president and vice president and business 
manager and started to walk away. The 
same woman then asked for my student ID 
card, which I gave her and I proceeded to 
vote for president, etc. and placed the ballot 
in the box. I then reached over and picked 
up a ballot for off-campus CB, which I had 
yet to complete, and cast my ballot in that 
regard. At this point I was done voting and 
the other woman at the desk who was 
obviously rushed from the deluge of bodies 
(i.e. hands grabbing ballots) said, "Is this 
your ID?" I said, "right." She then placed 
her hand on the various ballots in one quick 
hand movement and said, "OK." Giving her 
a puzzled look she said quickly, “here’s the 
president/VP (stack of ballots) and here’s 
the CB ballots.” I looked at her and said, 
“Ya, but I already voted.” She said, “OK," 
and went on with her duties.
. This is what I experienced and what sows 
the seeds of this letter. What I experienced 
and observed was nothing short of “black
elections. Wicks said that ASUM puts 
the voting tables out in busy corridors 
to attract students' attention; to keep a 
handle on things, voting stations would 
have to be moved to less conspicuous 
places. Wicks also noted that running 
an election in a more controlled 
manner would probably cost more 
money. But Wilson said she has no idea 
how much this election cost ASUM, so 
there is no way to figure out how much 
ASUM should spend on a fair election.
Nearly everyone involved, winners 
and losers, agrees that the bylaws must
humor.” If it were staged as theater I would 
have been impressed. How common this 
type of thing was I cannot say. But I can say 
categorically that what I witnessed and 
participated in, was an absolute sham.
Regardless of who wins or loses in this 
election is beside the point. The point is that 
there should be, must be, another election 
and one which is properly administered. 
Without another election the elected repre­
sentatives, ASUM, and the university will be 
shrouded for the next 12 months in uncer­
tainty and/or open suspicion.
In closing, I appeal to your concern to 
your fellow students and to the concept of 
fairness and respectability. I would wel­
come any questions on my observations 
and experiences in this regard.
Jerry Brown
graduate, public administration
Improprieties
Editor: To add to the growing, unbelievable 
list of improprieties that occurred in the 
March 1 elections (seemingly due to its 
total lack of organization), I would like to 
state that I was allowed to take my own 
ballots from the stacks on the table in the 
UC Mall.
I could as easily have taken two, three of 
each, or two of one and. . ., as soon as the 
expected, as far as I could tell, no one was 
watching me in the pandemonium around 
the table. Furthermore, as an extra precau­
tion, I can’t see why both officer and CB 
candidates’ names can’t be printed on the 
same piece of paper; seems to me that 
would even aid in ease of counting.
Finally, I'd hate to have anyone who was 
openly abetting the "chances of beating the 
Students for Justice” count any election I 
would ever run in, let alone him be the only 
observer at a voting table.
Kudos to the Kaimin and Barb Miller for 
fine, sharp-eyed reporting!
Fritz Venditto 
senior, psychology
be changed to include strict and 
exacting standards and rules concern­
ing elections. This action would make 
it nearly impossible for student govern­
ment to mess up an election to the 
extent this one was.
But what about this election? Wicks 
is among those who say that the results 
of this election should stand, mostly 
because as Garth Jacobson put it, "the 
candidates couldn't stand to go 
through it again."
But what about the rest of the 
students? This election showed a high 
voter turnout, which apparently means 
that more students are interested in the 
affairs of the long-ignored student 
government. If Central Board and the 
student leaders refuse to call another 
election, how can anyone have any 
faith in their actions?
The possibilities for fraud were too 
great, given the high degree of pre­
election activity. Nobody’s honesty 
need be questioned; if procedures are 
followed properly, a fair election is 
assured. But, since the possibility for 
vote-tampering existed, the winners 
should be the ones calling for a new 
election. Who would want to functjon 
under the cloud of a possibly fixed 
election?
The winners, if they believe their 
backers to be strong and the victory 
real, should fear nothing by another 
election.
Barbara Miller
Combined forces
Editor: The Legislature doesn't have to 
worry about UM becoming "too liberal." We 
showed in the recent ASUM election that 
when given a choice between a candidate 
who appeared to be running a traditional 
campaign, and one who might be too 
outspoken, we went for the conservative.
The Students for Justice came together 
not as a political party, but as a group of 
students trying to save this university. They 
spent their own time and money fighting 
faculty cuts. The rest of us agreed the cuts 
were indeed a shame, but we didn’t do 
anything to find a solution.
Instead of rewarding Tom Jacobsen for 
his efforts and putting him in a position to 
do more for this university, we chose the 
student bureaucrats. The bureaucrats 
campaigned hard and two days before the 
election combined forces to beat 
Jacobsen.
Students for Justice did manage to win 
11 CB positions, but it is unfortunate that 
our next ASUM president will not be Tom 
Jacobsen.
Jim Naye
senior, sociology-economics
Editor’s note: Wednesday's editorial on the 
Montana Student Lobby incorrectly im­
plied that lobbyist Mae Nan Ellingson 
received the full $9,500 budget for the lobby 
as a salary. Ellingson received about $5,000 
for he( services, with the rest of the budget 
going for other expenses.
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Wear and tear on warehouse delays purchase
By BOB VERDON
Montana Kalmln Raportar
The purchase of a 1*40,000- 
square-foot warehouse to be used 
as a community center has been 
delayed because city officials are 
determining how much it will cost 
to repair a leaky roof and to 
renovate the building.
Noting that "there’s a premium 
on gymnasiums" in Missoula, 
Mayor Bill Cregg said last Friday 
that the city would like to purchase 
the old Montana Mercantile Ware­
house, owned by Western Broad­
casting Co., to build three basket­
ball courts, six to eight handball 
courts and the same number of 
racquetball courts.
The building, located on North 
Avenue near McLeod Park, is 
reportedly for sale for $1 million.
However, Cregg sard that the 
architectural firm of Fox, Balias & 
Barrow has estimated it will cost 
another $150,000 to fix leaks in the 
roof. Cregg said the flat roof, 
which is almost three acres in size, 
drains in the middle. Part of the 
roof was built with green wood, 
some of which has split and
caused leaks, he said.
Preliminary studies by the city 
park department indicate that It 
may cost $250,000 to renovate the 
structure and $300,000 a year to 
operate the facility, Cregg said. He 
added that he expects a final report 
from the department in about a 
week.
Preliminary figures also indicate 
that the community center, if 
established, would generate about 
$300,000 a year in income from 
what Cregg termed "very'nominal 
charges" for use of the facility.
Considering the lack of indoor 
recreation facilities (Cregg said 
that 12 men’s basketball teams had 
to be denied entry into the city 
league this year because there 
weren’t enough courts for all the 
teams), Cregg said the city could 
justify buying the building even if it 
were not profitable by putting the 
losses in the park department's 
budget.
But he quickly added, "we don't 
want to go to the council or the 
public and say, 'You're getting the 
warehouse, but it will increase the 
park deficit by $30,000 a year.’ "
When it contemplates the pur­
chase, Cregg said, the City Coun­
cil will have to consider the alter­
natives to the warehouse. Should it 
decide not to buy the structure, he 
said, the council may be forced to 
build three smaller centers around 
town for "millions of dollars.”
He added that the city has been 
considering building three neigh­
borhood centers for several years.
A memorandum dated Feb. 1, 
1977, identifies Playfair Park near
Bookstore may
By FRANK BOYETT
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Students will probably pay 5 
percent less for textbooks in the 
fall, according to Larry Hansen, 
Associated Students' Store man- 
ager. ,
Hansen made a proposal to give 
students the discount during a 
recent Store Board meeting in the 
University Center. Hansen said the 
discount would save students 
about $50,000 a year.
The board will make a decision 
on the proposal at its next meeting 
April 19.
The board will also decide at that 
time whether to authorize Hansen 
to buy 10 new cash registers, 
which are necessary to automati­
cally figure the discount. Hansen 
said the cash registers would coat 
about $16,000.
Automatically Figure
A side benefit of the cash regis­
ters, Hansen said, is that they 
could automatically figure the 
amount of sales at the end of the 
month. He said this would help him 
to know exactly how well an item 
sold during the month so he could 
order for the next month accord-
Pattee Creek Drive and Stephens 
Avenue, McCormick Park and the 
North Side .as sites for the pro­
posed centers.
Demand
Cregg said that the additional 
facilities proposed for the ware­
house may not satisfy the demand. 
Saying that more people might be 
attracted to the sports of basket­
ball, racquetball and handball 
because there would be new 
facilities, Cregg noted that "You 
create a demand for (playing time) 
by making (the courts) available."
To illustrate his point, Cregg 
said that when the Courthouse, a 
local racquetball club, opened last 
year 800 people applied for mem­
berships and another 150 are 
currently on a waiting list.
Response to the proposed pur-, 
chase of the warehouse "has been 
virtually 100 percent positive,” 
Cregg said. He added that most 
City Council members recognize 
the need for such a facility and 
seem to favor the plan.
offer discount
ingly: This would prevent over­
stocking, he said.
Because textbook sales consti­
tute 65 percent of the store's total 
sales. Hansen said, a 5 percent 
discount would mean only a 3 
percent drop in profits.
However, he said, the discount 
would mean a 25 percent drop in 
the store's profit margin. For 
example, he said, a $10 book costs 
the store $8.
Profits Decrease
If the store gives students a 5 
percent discount, he explained, 
then the store is making only $1.50 
from the book when it formerly 
made $2. Thus, he said, the store is 
making 75 percent of the profit if 
formerly made.
If sales are down next year, 
Hansen said, this decreased profit 
margin may mean that the store 
will have to drop its check cashing 
Service. However, he said, if this 
happens he will raise the limit on 
the amount over purchase price of 
checks.
The limit is now $10, but Hansen 
said he would raise it to $25. This 
means that if the service is 
dropped, a student could still go in 
and buy a pencil and write a $25.05 
check for It to get cash.
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only for its data processing. This 
would provide a "48-hour turn­
around" time for monthly printouts 
instead of the “four to nine weeks" 
it takes to get them from the UM 
business office, he said.
Monthly printouts provide infor­
mation about money received and 
paid during the month and the 
status of the budget at the end of 
the month.
Huntington said the new system 
would be "more accountable" than 
that of the UM business office at 
present. He said he expects a "100 
percent improvement in efficien­
cy" and a cost savings of $4,000 to 
$8,000 a year.
$2,500 Increase
He said ASUM paid the UM 
business office $6,500 in 1976 and 
1977 to handle its accounts, but 
that the amount was increased to 
$9,000 this year "on the assump­
tion that we would be provided 
with full services of the state 
budget accounting system.”
Such services include the prin­
touts. payment of bills, collection 
of loans at registration, adminis­
tration of the payroll, cash receiv­
ing and mailing collection notices.
The service provided by the UM 
business office in these areas has 
been “basically unsatisfactory," 
Huntington said, and added, “ It is 
generally assumed that we don't 
owe all $9,000.”
Complaints about the business 
office are mainly over computer 
operations, Huntington said. The 
operations have been slowed by 
the recent staff cuts.
“Our problem is a problem 
shared by all departments on 
campus,” he said, "but we aren't as 
tied to the business office because 
our funds aren’t earmarked like 
theirs are."
Individual Ledgers 
Huntington said he encourages 
the 60-65 organizations that get 
funds from ASUM to keep their 
own "hand ledgers.”
These ledgers are maintained by 
the organizations in order to keep 
track of day-to-day transactions
and “to keep them more informed 
about their own systems," includ­
ing the amount of money remain­
ing in their budgets, he said.
Huntington said he didn't know 
how many organizations actually 
keep such ledgers, but that servi­
ces directly under ASUM such as 
Programming, Legal Services, 
Campus Recreation and the ASUM 
Legislative Committee do.
“We’re on top of all our own 
services," he said, “and we try to do 
the best we can with the clubs."
Huntington said he doesn’t 
“foresee any great difficulties" as a 
result of the move.
He added that the UM Founda­
tion, an organization that solicits 
private donations for the universi­
ty, has a "similar system.”
“ It is very simple, gives them a 
great deal of control and serves 
their purpose very well," he said.
Huntington said he has received 
“a lot of help" from Don Erickson, 
UM internal auditor, and A. Dale 
Tomlinson, UM fiscal affairs vice 
president, in his efforts to move the 
accounts from the business office.
He added that Ed Bohac, UM 
controller, “has helped as much as 
anyone” with the plans.
Transition of Duties
Huntington said the newly elect­
ed ASUM business manager, Lary 
Achenbach, will continue the work 
involved in moving the accounts.
Huntington said he talked to “all 
three” business manager candi­
dates before the election and that 
they were all in favor of moving the 
accpunts.
He said Achenbach will be in the 
office "all the time” from now on, 
"observing daily operations." He 
added that he will spend an hour a 
day with Achenbach, explaining 
more about the job and projects he 
is working on.
John D riscoll, cand idate  for  
U S S enate  from  H am ilton , 
w ill present a forum  on  
issues in U C  M all 
Friday, M arch  3 
N O O N  
Free
Public  and Q uestions Invited
!■UNIVERSITY CENTER EVENTSS i
Women in Management Seminar March 3 9 a.m. Mt. Rooms
Candidate Forum: John 
Driscoll March 3 Noon Mall r
Programming Slide Show: 
Tom Bozigian March 3 6:30 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Montana Conference on 
Student Writing March 4 8:30 a.m. Gold Oak East
Programming Film: 
"Woodstock" March 4, 5 9 p.m. Ballroom Students
Programming Lecture: 
Ron Nessen March 6 8 p.m.
General
Ballroom
Peace Corps In terv iew s March 6-10 Mall
Programming Coffeehouse: 
Dave Stone March 7 8 p.m. Lounge Free
Choral Performance March 8 4:15 p.m. Mall
Brown Bag Series March 8 Noon Mt. Rooms
C en tra l Board M eeting March 8 7 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Montana Health Systems 
Conference March 8 7 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Nepal Slide Show: 
Joseph Avallone March 8 8 p.m. Lounge
W.R.C. Workshop: Forest 
Service Contracts March 9 7 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Programming Coffeehouse: 
Jim Rapp March 9 8 p.m. Lounge Free
Social Work Workshop: 
Passages March 9, 10 8 a.m. Mt. Rooms
BLM Northern Tier Public 
Information Meeting March 14 1 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Child Abuse and 
Neglect Workshop March 15-17 9 a.m. Mt. Rooms
Girl Scout Father- 
Daughter Banquet March 15 6:30 p.m. Ballroom
Institute of the 
Rockies Conference March 17 2 p.m. Mt. Rooms
Gold O ak  
Gold O ak Buffet 
Bookstore 
Recreation Center
H
Sat. &  Sun. 
M on.-Fri. • 
Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat. _
Sun.
Please ca ll 2 4 3 -4 1 0 3  fo r  a d d it io n a l in fo rm a tio n .
T h e  U n iv e rs ity  C e n te r  . . .  a t th e  base o f M t .  S e n tin e l.
11 a.m.-ll p.m.
9 a.m.-l p.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
11 a.m.-ll p.m.
11 a.m.-Midnight 
Noon-Midnight 
Noon-11 p.m.
• Cont. from p. 1.
journalism, who said that she was 
denied the chance to vote for the 
off-campus candidates of her 
choice. She said that when she 
approached the table she was told 
that they were out of off-campus 
ballots. All students must enter two 
ballots, the presidential ballot, 
which is standard for all students, 
and the Central Board ballots, 
which are divided into on-campus, 
off-campus, Married student hous­
ing, and organized off-campus.
Kvinge said that the person 
manning the table told her that she 
would either have to wait until the 
new ballots were down, which 
would be in about one hour, or she 
could vote with another Central 
Board ballot.
Kvinge said that since she 
couldn't return to.vote later she 
filed a blank on-campus ballot just 
so she could vote for president.
Wilson said during the meeting 
that she can’t imagine that Kvinge 
was denied the chance to vote. She 
said she had the “option to wait a 
few minutes” for a ballot.
The third request for a new 
election was filed by Jerry Brown, 
graduate student in public admin­
istration.
Brown said in his complaint that 
when he voted, people were pick­
ing up their own ballots off the 
table with little supervision. He 
said he picked up his ballots, 
handed his ID to the election 
worker to validate and put his vote 
■ into the box. He said that when the 
worker handed him his ID, he was 
given another set of ballots and 
could have voted again if he had 
not told her he had already voted.
“The election was- a sham,” 
Brown said in an interview last 
night. “What I observed is the way 
it was.”
Brown admitted that he is a 
supporter of the Students for 
Justice, but added, “What I ob­
served was unfair. Period. The 
whole thing was just set up 
wrong."
Garth Jacobson said Thursday 
night that he does not want to see 
another election. Although he said 
he is “upset" by the election and 
some of the accusations coming 
out of it, he said he doesn’t think
the candidates can stand to go 
through another one. He also said 
that the election would cost too 
much to run again and the turnout 
would not be as good.
“There's always going to be a 
cloud over this election," he said, 
"regardless of whether there is a 
new election or not.”
Tom Jacobsen criticized the 
organization of the election.' He 
said he would like to see another 
election just because this one was 
“unfair,” even though a new elec­
tion would not necessarily mean 
he would win.
Wilson said in an interview 
Thursday night that the election 
had been disorganized and that 
the problem was mainly with the 
ASUM bylaws, which are not 
specific about election proce­
dures.
“ I can see why they’re upset,” 
she said, speaking of the candi­
dates who were making com­
plaints, "but I can't see the need for 
a /lew election."
Solons bark, meow
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The 
Tennessee House of Representa­
tives voted 90-1 to require bills of 
sale for cats and dogs sold at flea 
markets. But they did it with a 
chorus of meows and barks at the 
bill’s sponsor.
Rep. Peabody Ledford ex­
plained, sheepishly perhaps, that 
the bill is the brainchild of Sen. Ray 
Baird. Ledford owns a radio station 
in Rockwood, and Baird publishes 
the town's weekly newspaper.
“Somebody stole his daughter's 
cat and he asked me to handle this 
legislation in the House,” he said. 
“My being a freshman legislator 
and not knowing any better, I said 
yes."
The lawmakers tacked an 
amendment on the measure Wed­
nesday that would ensure the state 
Department of Agriculture does 
not have to enforce it. It was sent 
back to the Seriate for reconsider­
ation.
Candy Is dandy 
But liquor Is quicker
—Ogden Nash
JUST ARRIVED
Montana colleges vie for potential $6 million coal lab
By BERT CALDWELL
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Three Montana campuses have 
begun quietly jostling for a $6 
million prize that may, in fact, 
never materialize.
The $6 million would build, 
equip and start operation of»a 
"national coal laboratory," several 
of which were authorized under 
the national Surface Mining and 
Reclamation Act of 1977.
Irving Dayton, Montana Deputy 
Commissioner for Academic Af­
fairs, said Thursday the $30 million 
the Department of Energy request­
ed to get the laboratory project 
underway has not been approp­
riated. The federal Office of Man­
agement and Budget, he said, does 
not want to fund the prbject.
Unclear
But for Montanans trying to 
secure one of these laboratories 
for the state, the lack of funds is 
only the beginning of the problem. 
According to Dayton, exactly what 
will be done at the labs Is becom­
ing increasingly unclear.
“We thought we were looking at 
a research lab," Dayton said, but 
the Department of Energy, which 
has been holding workshops on 
the labs throughout the country, 
seems to be changing its view of 
the laboratories' function.
Dayton said the title of lab is "a 
bit of a misnomer.” DOE officials
have been talking about a more 
educational role for the facilities, 
he said, though the law authorizes 
research, not manpower training, 
at the labs.
"I get the impression the story is 
shifting as these meetings take 
place,” Dayton said.
Dayton, John McQuiston, Uni­
versity of Montana acting director 
of Sponsored Program Adminis­
tration, and representatives from 
Montana State University and 
Montana College of Mineral 
Science and Technology were in 
Bismarck, N.D., Feb. 9 to attend 
one of the DOE'S workshops.
Representatives from Nebraska, 
Wyoming and North and South 
Dakota were also present.
WRC petitions to have building 
named after Jeannette Rankin
By BETTE DEANE JONES
Montana Kaimln Reporter
The Women's Resource Center 
is petitioning the Campus Devel­
opment Committee to change the 
name of the Classroom Building to 
the Jeannette Rankin Building, 
Lori Mehrer, coordinator of the 
resource center, said yesterday.
Mehrer said she thinks it would 
be a “fitting memorial” to name a 
building on the University of 
Montana campus after an alumnus 
of such great political stature.
“She (Rankin) was a great sta- 
tesperson, active in peace move­
ments and women's suffrage," 
Mehrer said.
The Classroom Building, for­
merly the old library building, was 
renovated last year to house cfass-
rooms and offices. They were 
opened for use Winter Quarter.
The petition containing 10 sig­
natures will be considered by the 
Campus Development Committee 
next Friday, according to Richard 
Vandiver, the committee chair­
man. If approved, the committee 
will then recommend the name 
change to UM President Richard 
Bowers, he said.
A Missoula native, Rankin in 
1916 was the first woman elected 
to the U.S. Congress. During the 
term she successfully pushed for 
passage of the 19th Amendment to 
the Constitution, guaranteeing 
women the right to vote.
‘First Stand'
Rankin cast the only Congres­
sional vote against the United
States' entry in World War I.
Years later, she said, "I felt at the 
time that the first woman (in 
Congress) should take the first 
stand — that the first time a woman 
had a chance to say no to war she 
should say it.”
While serving a second term in 
the House of Representatives 24 
years later in 1941, Rankin again 
stood alone in opposing this 
country's participation in World 
War II.
In 1971 she was elected as the 
first member of the Susan B. 
Anthony Hall of Fame. Rankin died 
in 1973.
Rankin's Missoula home was at 
134 Madison St. A service station 
stands on the site today.
M SU president says colleges  
must assume varied personalities
GREAT FALLS (AP) — The 
president of Montana State Uni­
versity told a Great Falls civic 
group this week that Montana’s 
universities and colleges — includ­
ing private and community 
schools — must assume specific 
personalities to justify their pro­
grams and properly serve state 
residents.
William Tietz said the success of 
the University System depends on 
such development and he suggest­
ed the Board of Regents and 
commissioner of higher education 
should supply the impetus.
As an example, Tietz said North­
ern Montana College at Havre is
evolving as a vocational-technical 
school. In doing so, it is filling a 
recognized need in the state.
He said Eastern Montana Col­
lege at Billings has great merit as a 
business and teachers' school and 
well serves eastern Montana.
He said the “tough question” is 
Western Montana College at Dil­
lon, which is struggling to estab­
lish itself as a center of American 
and western heritage, he said.
Tietz also said the disputes 
between MSU and the University 
of Montana over budget and fa­
culty cutbacks and curriculum 
changes is a “family squabble" that 
must be ended to insure smooth 
running of the university system.
BOOKSHOP
NEW  T IT L E S
Stained Glass
by Carole Bloom
Full Selection 
of Dharma 
Seals, Illuminations, 
and Rainbow Candles
Opwi: Mon.-Sat. 10-9:30 
Sun. at 1 : 0 0  
105 S. 3rd St. West 
Directly Across the Bridge 
^  . From Downtown 4 
I  540-5961 |
/T
n i v E B s i r y  
CENTER
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings
Welcome 
Big Sky
and
AA Basketball 
Players and Fans.
W E E K E N D  S P E C IA L S
Sunday: Red Head Pins 
ALL DAY
" \
The big question in the minds of 
state officials, Dayton said, is what 
the states will have to do to get the 
federal money.
The law stipulates that any state 
seeking a lab must match the 
federal grant with money or other 
resources of its own, but how 
much of each is unclear.
Nor is there any indication of 
how long the state will have to 
operate the labs once they have 
been built.
The uncertainties have not 
stopped UM, MSU and Montana 
Tech from drawing up preliminary 
proposals for a Montana coal lab.
Cooperative Effort
McQuiston said UM's proposal, 
which he drafted along with Robert 
Curry, professor of geology, and 
Ron Erickson, professor of chem­
istry, involves a cooperative effort 
among the three campuses and the 
Montana Energy Research and 
MHD Development Institute in 
Butte.
“We .don't see ourselves as a 
mining school,” he said, but UM 
faculty members have expertise 
that, when added to skills found on 
the more technically-oriented 
campuses, results in' a well- 
rounded approach to the problems 
related to coal development..
However, MSU and Tech are 
"fighting semi-political battles to 
determine the Montana proposal” 
and secure the lab for their cam­
puses, McQuiston added.
“Bozeman and Butte think they 
can go it alone," Dayton agreed,
adding “that’s a pretty foolish 
proposition” when the competition 
is considered.
“We'll be looking fora university 
system proposal.”
McQuiston and Curry both cited 
the University of Wyoming at 
Laramie as an example of a single 
campus that might be able to 
assemble more skills than one 
Montana campus could.
Dayton said he will continue to 
talk with the DOE officials super­
vising the coal laboratory project, 
despite the variety of unanswered 
questions that makes its future 
unpredictable.
"It is very important for Monta­
na," he asserted. “We can't possi­
bly just ignore it."
Beauty queen hired 
as CBS sports analyst
MICHIGAN CITY, Ind. (AP) — 
Once again, CBS Sports is hiring a 
beauty queen for sportscasting.
Miss Indiana Pageant officials 
said Tuesday that the reigning 
Miss Indiana, BarbaraMougin, has 
been hired by CBS as a sports 
analyst and interviewer, with the 
Belmont Stakes and National Bas­
ketball Association playoffs to be 
among her first assignments.
But a CBS spokesman in New 
York said Miss Mougin had no 
television experience and that the 
specific role she would have with 
CBS Sports had not been decided.
Mougin, 23, of Bremen, will join 
former Miss America Phyllis 
George as a sportscaster.
T O U R N A M E N T  W A R M -U P  
S P E C IA L S
Annie Green Springs and 
Boones Farm Wines, all flavors
$1.90
Pepl Lopez Tequila $6.25
Lucky Cold Pack (12 cans)
$2.80
Burgle Six Pack
$1.19
FAIRWAY LIQUOR
Fairway Shopping Center - 93 Strip 
Open 10-2 a.m. Dally
W A W A V W V A W A W A W W /V W A V W A W V V V W v f
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After Game 
Celebration
5$ Beer
*1 Pitchers 
35c Shots
10-11 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday
Also
Pizzas — Sandwiches 
Steak — Lobster
ijetbeUjausi
• C 93 Strip
S m all c h ild  m eets  la rg e  sp o o n
Staff photos by Mike Sanderson
“D ance, Song, and Folk lore  
of Soviet A rm enia
a movie/lecture program 
with
Tom  B ozigian
specialist ot Armenian Dance
Friday, March 3
6:30 pm UC Montana Rooms 
FREE
Public invited
sponsored by UM Folk Dance Club and ASUM Programming
f — ■ \
Eating your soup 
can be a little messy 
when the waitress 
gives you a spoon as 
big as your mouth.
But 21-month-old 
Yance, son of Marty 
Martinez, Butte, dem­
onstrates his skill at a 
Missoula cafe, per­
forming with either 
hand, complete with 
a little clean-up on 
the other end of the 
spoon.
_________________ ■)
OPEN 7 A.M .- 
12 P.M. SEVEN  
DAYS A WEEK
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS!
Prices effective March 2 through March 5
Truckload
P E N ZO IL  SALE
PZL 10W-50W
Reg. $1.00 qt. Reg. $24.00 ogee
69$  $ 16.50
Meadow Gold VIVA
YOGURT
4/990
PEPSI
12 oz. 6 pack
990
Burgie
BEER
$1.19
Happy Host
BREAD
2/990
1’A lb. loaf
Register for 
FREE BEER 
Depot T-shirts 
EREE Meadow Gold 
Ice Cream Cups
Discount
Self Service 
Gas
QUICK!
ECO NO M ICAL!
C O N VEN IEN T!
-C o m in g  u p  M a r. 3 - 6 - DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
Friday
• Corrective reading workshop, 
9 a m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Seminar, "Women in Manage­
ment," 9a.m., UC Montana^Rooms.
• Missoula County High School 
meeting, $30 a.m., UC Montana 
Rooms.
• Forum, John Driscoll, noon 
UC Mall.
• Slide show, "Soviet Armenian 
Culture, Folk Dance and History," 
Tom Bozigian, 6:30 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
• Lecture, "The Artist as Heretic 
— Giotto, Bosch and William 
Blake," Thomas Altizer, 8 p.m., 
Forestry 305.
• Coffeehouse, Tom Fowler, 9 
p.m., 1j)23 Arthur.
Saturday
• Montana Conference on Stu-
Science fiction or fact?
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — An eerie 
glow appeared in the sky above 
Buffalo on Thursday morning, but 
the National Weather Service said 
there was nothing particularly 
strange about it.
What people saw was “a rare, 
ground-based, rainbow-colored, 
solar halo,” the weather bureau 
said. The phenomenon lasted from 
shortly after sunrise until about 
8:30 a.m.
The way the weather bureau 
explained it, freezing temperatures 
caused ice crystals to form in the 
ground fog, and the sun shining 
through the Ice crystals produced 
the rainbow colors in arcs.
HOMMOS SANDWICH 
mashed garbonzo beans mixed 
with sesame butter, lemon 
and garlic
Only ^ 1  0 0
Monday - Saturday 
11 a.m. -  7 p.m.
725 WEST ALDER
IN  THE WAREHOUSE
Has your job 
lost its 
challenge?
Challenging Staff Positions 
Open for Spring Quarter 78 
Montana Kaimin
Managing Editor 
Senior Editor 
News Editor 
Associate Editor 
Sports Editor 
Fine Arts Editor 
Photographer 
Copy Editor 
Review Editor 
Proofreader
Applications Available in 
Kaimin Editorial Office J-206 
Deadline Today, 5 pm
dent Writing, 8:30 a.m., Gold Oak 
East.
• Film, "Woodstock," 9 p.m., UC 
Ballroom.
• Coffeehouse, Tom Fowler, 9 
p.m., 1023 Arthur.
Sunday
• Mortar Board meeting, 1 p.m., 
UC Montana Rooms.
• Dance concert, "Dance Circu- 
lo," 2 p.m., Wilma Theatre.
• Women's rugby cliib practice, 
6 p.m., Men's Gym.
• International Student Associ­
ation potluck dinner, 6:30 p.m., 
1400 Gerald.
• Missoula Civic Symphony and 
Chorale concert, 7:30p.m., Univer­
sity Theatre.
• Film, "Woodstock," 9p.m., UC 
Ballroom.
Monday
• Boxing club meeting, 7:30 
p.m., field house annex wrestling 
room.
• Lecture, "My Two Years in the 
White House,” Ron Nessen, 8 p.m., 
UC Ballroom.
THIS IS ROLAND HEDLEY. TODAY 
AMBASSADOR N6UYEN VAN PHRED 
MAS INSTALLEDAS THE NEW VIETNA­
MESE ENWY TO THE UN./ ABC 6LAS 
THERE WITH THE TOUGH QUESTIONS..
THIS IS INDEED AN 
HONOR, MR. PHREP! 
ME DIDN'T EXPECT 
VIETNAM TO SEND
A replacement 
so  QUICKLY! r
4
i i
( lb
WELL, AS YOUKNOW, MR. 
Y0UN6, MY COUNTRY fS  
FULL OF SURPRISES. 8 £ - 
S/PES. OUR U.N. MISSION 
HERE IS TOO IM P O R T^. 
ANT FOR TTTO R E -\ 
j  MAIN VACANT | | : 
j |  FOR LONS! P M
OUR FEEHN6S EXACTLY.
MR. AMBASSADOR/AGAIN, 
ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED 
STATES, LET MB OFFER 
YOU THE WARMEST 
WELCOME TO OUR \ feffs 
COUNTRf!
\ Ifcr
BUT NO 
MORS 
SPYING, 
OKAY?
\
M B? NO WAY!
*LBAVem O THS  
PROS' IS  MY
Memo/
r DRIVE INTO SPRING 
IN A NEW TRUCK
FROM THE SOUTHGUYS!
FOR ALL THOSE SPRING PROJECTS AND FOR 
GETTING OUT INTO THE COUNTRY, TOO!
76 FORD F150 4x4 
CUSTOM
360, 4-spd., p.s., tanks, blue
74 GMC 
JIMMY 4x4 350 
Auto., p.s. p.b. radio, red/white
*4895 *3950
74 FORD %-TON 
CAMPER SPECIAL 
Ranger XLT, V-8, auto, p.s. p.b. 
air cond. tanks, radio, green/white
*3650
ALL KINDS OF TRUCKS
BUY N O W  & SAVE UP T O  $1,000!
7 7  DA TSU N  
KING  CAB
4-cyl., 4-spd.. topper, radio, yellow
*3950
'77 FO RD F350 CREW  CAB 
400, auto., p.s., p.b., tanks, radio, 
blue and silver
*5440
7 6  G M C  SIERRA  
CLASSIC C30
454 V-8, auto., p.s., p.b., red and white
*5800
'75 CHEV. SILVERADO  
W-.TON 4x4
350, auto. p.s. tape, topper, green/white
*4450
7 5  FO RD F150 
SUPER CAB
360, auto., p.s., p.b., radio, blue
*3950
'74 CHEVY  
CUST. DELUXE
V-8, auto., p.s., p.b., tank, toppdr, white
*2985
7 4  FORD F100 
PICKUP
360. 4-spd.. p.s.. tanks, radio, blua/whita
*2850
7 7  FO RD F350 
PICKUP
400 V-8, 4-spd., p.s., p.b., blue
*4650
7 6  CHEVY % -TON 4x4 
Silverado, 400, auto., p.s., p.b., 
radio, maroon and silver
*5450
7 5  CHEV. CHEYENNE  
% -TON 4x4
3 5 0 ,4-spd., p.s., p.b., air cond.. gold
*3950
7 5  CHEVY %-TON  
SPORT VAN
5-pass. 6-cyl., 3-spd., tape, green
*3950
7 5  TO YO TA  
LO NG BED PICKUP  
4-cyl., 4-spd., radio, sunroof, gold
*2950
7 4  FO RD E100 
W IN D O W  VAN
8-pass., V-8, auto., p.b., p.b., radio
*3350
7 4  FO RD %-TON  
RANGER PICKUP  
360, auto., p.s., air cond., tanks, radio
*2995
7 3  CH EV. % -TON  
DLX. P ICK UP
350, 4-spd., p.s., p.b., radio, tan/white
*2450
7 3  IN T.
S C O U T  II 4x4
6-cyl., 4-spd., hubs, 44,000. green
*2500
7 4  FO RD %-TON  
PICK UP
302, V-8, 4-spd.. blue
*1875
7 T F O R D  
% -TON PICKUP
V-8, 4-spd., 42,000 miles, biack/silver
*1788
69 CHEV.
% -TON SUBURBAN  
6-pass., V-8, 4-spd., green
*650
68 G M C  
% -TON P ICK UP  
V-6, 4-spd., blue
*950
66 JEEP
W AGONEER 4x4
327 V-8, auto., p.s„ p.b., hubs, white
*950
V
SEE THE SOUTHGUYS: 
BOB VASSER 
JOHN HAGARTY 
RAY THOMPSON 
ROLLO AYLSWORTH 
JOHN D’ORAZI 
BOB MARTIN 
STEVE STELLING 
DON RAKOW
'73 CHEV. % -TON  
CAMPER VAN
350 auto, carpet, bed. blueAvhite
*2950
7 2  CHEVY SUBURBAN  
%-TON
6-pass., V-8. auto., p.s., radio
*2250
*72 CHEV.
BLAZER CST.
V-8, auto. p.s. p.b. radio, blue/white
*2450
7 0  FO RD %-TON  
PIC K U P RANGER  
V-8, auto. p.s. p.b. radio, red/white
*1575
68 CHEV. 
% -TON P ICK UP  
V-8, auto., radio, white
*875
67 CHEV.
% -TON
V-8, auto. p.b. air cond. maroon/white
*650
’59 FO RD %-TON  
Shortwide pickup, 6-cyl., 3-spd., 
nice running old pickup, blue
*375
MISSOULA #721-2110 
1776 STEPHENS
f
classified ads
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY 
40c p#r 5-word line lin t Insertion 
30c per 5-word line consecutive Insertion 
$1.00 minimum
Lost/Found A Transportation Free 
Deadline: Noon Day Before Insertion 
Ads not Accepted by Phone — 
Prepayment Required.
1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST PLAIN key ring with 3 keys on campus. 243- 
4229 72-5
LOST BRASS Eagle keychain w/1 key. Call 728- 
6895 72-3
FOUNO: 3/1 p.m Small male Husky cross by Qnzzly 
Pool, fluffy black with beige ears — claim at 219 
S 4th E. or call 243-6661 days. 72-4
FOUND: FEMALE Shepherd-Husky cross, 5 mo's, 
old last night, 3/1, near fieldhouse. 243-5005.
_________ 72-3
FOUND: WRISTWATCH while skiing at Lolo Pass, 
Saturday. Feb 25. 543-5907. ask for Mary. 70-3
DID YOU LEAVE 8-BALL FRIDAY with a blue 
TEMPCO DOWN COAT, ML? You have mine, I 
have yours. I'd like mine back. Please call 543- 
SI 74 afler 6 Ask for Mark. 69-4
LOST. APPLE-core leather keychain btw. Snow- 
Bowl and campus. 243-2128. 69-4
REWARD FOR Navy blue backpack removed from 
Women's Locker Rm. of old Men’s Gym. Extreme­
ly important notes — a whole quarter's worth of 
work. NO QUESTIONS ASKED. Call 728-7171 or 
243-4523 or return to Psychology Dept. 89-4
LOST: ABALONE pendant w/silver chain at Grizzly 
Pool Men's locker room Wed. nite, 728-8791 
$15 REWARD. 68-4
2. PERSONALS
CHARMAINE WILSON: One dead rose for your 
dedication, fairness and efficiency. 72-1
ATO'S are JACKED for the splash. 72-1
BLAINE T: Fix your shorts BEFORE you hit the 
court. We see you! Strenkel Watchers, Inc. 72-1
MUSKRAT SUSIE your whiskers are cute. Come on 
over to my marsh. Muskrat Sam. 72-1
WHAT WONDERS what goes on under the covers. 
4th floor N. Jesse Hall. MDU. 72-1
I'D LIKE to thank all who campaigned and voted 
for me. I'll work to keep your Vust. Cary E. 
Holmquist. 72-1
FUNNY VALENTINE: If you aren't M, M. or WBF, 
how about dinner at Emmaus Road, a movie at 
Crystal. & a corsage? 72-1
THANKS to ALL OUR FRIENDS who helped us 
warm our house last Saturday night — The 5 
frcfm 725. 72-1
SAVE YOUR COORS beercans for one dollar off 
lift ticket at DISCOVERY BASIN. Watch for de­
tails. 72-1
PATTY L. If God had meant man to fly he would 
have made him a Piper Cub. Happy 23rd. The 
Polish Meatball. 72-1
TOMORROWS THE day they will reign and the 
grand prize will of course be announced in their 
name! ATOI 72-1
WANT TO help the newly blind? Buy an Anchor 
Splash button from any fraternity man or Delta 
Gamma girff Only 254. All money will go to the 
program for orienting the newly blind held at 
MSU. 72-1
OMORROW IS IT! The Delta Gamma Anchor 
Splash! Saturday, 12:00-2:00 p.m. Grizzly Pool.
72-1
ANYONE INTERESTED in volunteering to help the 
Max Baucus campaign please call 243-4339.
72-2
MOTCAKES WITH yogurt and whipped cream $1.35 
Old Town Cafe 127 Alder 72-1
THIRSTY AS a grizzly bear? Celebrate with us 
today. 4:00. 333 University Ave. 72-1
PRE-GRIZZLY victory BASH: y'aii come to Sigma 
Phi Epsilon Fraternity today at 4. 72-1
ZONKER — THE 4-bongateersare crazier than you 
think — Van Gogh & friends. 72*1
TED, THANKS for buying an ATO button. 72-1
IF YOU'RE ready to break for Spring, but your 
vehicle Isn't — Call Greasy Thumb Auto Repair 
for quality work at reasonable prices. 534 N. 
Higgins. 549-6673. 71-6
KRIS M. THE GYMNAST. You seem sweet. I like 
that. Green Eyes. 70-3
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS USING INSTALL­
MENT PLAN FOR WINTER QUARTER: Final 
payment of these loans are due Wednesday, 
March 1, 1976, and bills will not be mailed. 
Please make payment at Controller's Office 
(2nd Floor Lodge) and bring records of previous 
payments made this quarter. 69-4
VISIT SAC office. 105 UC (243-2451) for informa­
tion on internships in Montana and neighboring 
states available spring, summer, fall and winter 
quarters 1978. Interns needed in art; accounting 
& finance; botany; computer science; economics; 
English; geography; geology; health & physical 
education; history; instructional service; Inter­
personal commun.; journalism; management; 
mathematics: microbiology; Native American 
studies; political science; psychology; sociology; 
special education and/or early childhood educa­
tion; zoology. 69-4
ARE YOU STUDYING? The National love, sex and 
marriage test. Sunday, March 5, NBC, 9:30 p.m. 
Text available at the UC Bookstore, $1.95. 68-5
GAYS-BIS Correspond. Inquire: FORUM Box 1129 
Shelden, NY 11784. 68-4
MAMMYTH BAKERY SUNDAY SPECIAL: Bagel & 
cream cheese or cinnamon roll w/tea or coffee— 
604. 725 W. Alder in the Warehouse. Open Daily 
10-9. 87-6
CRISIS CENTER—confidential listening, outreach 
help, and referrals for anyone, anytime. Call 
543-8277. 61-51
TEN CENT BEER 12 to 1:00/8:00 to 9:00 at The 
Tavern, 2061 10th and Kemp, phone 728-9678. 
Regular prices 354 glasses, 554 cans or bottles, 
$1.75 pitchers at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp.
56-21
POOL TOURNAMENT at THE TAVERN, corner of 
10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tourney — 
Monday Nites, 8 p.m. Doubles Tourney — 
Wednesday Nites, 8 p.m.; $10.00 first prize, 
$5.00 second prize, 6-pack third. Double Elimina­
tion 8-ball at THE TAVERN comer of 10th and 
Kemp Streets. 51-26
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call 
Marie Kuffel, at 728-3820. 728-3845, or 549-7721.
46-31
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely 
confidential listening, STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu­
dent Health Service Building, Southeast en­
trance. Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-12 p.m.
42-34
FOOS8ALL TOURNAMENTS at THE TAVERN 
Comer of 10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tour­
neys — Sunday. Nites. 8 p.m. Doubles—T uesday 
Nites. $10.00 first prize; $5.00 second prize: 6- 
pack third: at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp 
Streets. 51-26
4. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER NEEDED immediately for my 2-yr. 
old boy. M-F, 8-11, call for interview. 728-6056 
Melinda. 72-5
THE MONTANA KAIMIN is accepting applications 
for all staff positions beginning Spring Qtr. 
ALL are encouraged to apply. Applications in 
J-206. Deadline; 5 p.m., March 3. 69-4
BIG BUSY University family needs part-time help 
at home, including cooking. Call 543-5359 be­
tween 6-7 p.m. 66*7
ADORESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Work at 
home — no experience necessary — excellent 
pay. Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane. 
Suite 269, Dallas. TX 75231. 66-10
7. SERVICES
IN TOWN for the tourney? Stay at THE BIRCH- 
WOOD HOSTEL. S. Fourth at Orange St. 
728-9799. 72-1
VW TUNEUP $17, other repairs very reasonable. 
Call Bruce, 549-5687. 69-4
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun­
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D., 
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.- 
Frl., 2-6 p.m. 543-7606. 2-110
8. TYPING
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, 243-4342 or 549-8137.
72-3
TYPING. FAST. Accurate. Experienced, 728-1663.
71-3
THE TYPING CHARACTERS—fast, accurate 
typing. 728-4314 or 273-0274. 68-9
EDITING AND/or typing IBM Selectric. 549-3806 
Or 549-5236. 65-12
EXPERT TYPING. Theses. Papers. 549-8664.
62-14
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate. 
542-2435. 56-21
PROFESSIONAL TYPING service — 728-7025.
44-33
RUSH TYPING. Lynn. 549-8074. 43-72
THESIS TYPING SERVICE, 549-7958. 1-75
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, reasonable. 549-0545.
68-13
EXPERIENCED. Term papers, theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. Mrs. McKinsey, 549-0805. 63-9
9. TRANSPORTATION
NEED RIDERS to Glasgow March 24, return March 
27, riders either way . . .  Steve, 243-2208. 72-5
ONE NEEDS ride to Dillon anytime. Call Mike, 
543-4859. 72-5
RIDE NEEDED to Butte, Friday nite or Sat. morn. 
721-3648, ask for Lisa. 72-1
NEED RIDE TO PORTLAND. Mar. 16. Return Mar. 
26. Call 243-2268. 72-4
RIDE NEEDED to San Francisco anytime and 
return. Call 549-2740, ask for Kate. 72-5
NEED RIDE FOR 2 to SEATTLE AREA. On/after 
Mar. 18. Call 549-6684 or 728-7344. Share ex­
penses. 71-4
Bowers to te ll. . .
• Cont. from p. 1.
will be negotiated in the collective 
bargaining process.
James Walsh, president of the 
University Teachers Union; 
disagreed with Bowers' interpreta­
tion that public discussion of
Elvis reincarnated
NEW YORK (AP) — Dennis 
Wise, the 24-year-old fan who 
underwent surgery to look more 
like singer Elvis Presley, is making 
plans for a tour to raise funds for a 
museum he wants to fill with Elvis 
memorabilia.
Wise, of Ocala, Fla., still wearing 
sunglasses to conceal lingering 
effects of the facial surgery, made 
his first post-operative public 
appearance here Monday on ABC- 
TV's "Good Morning America” 
show.
All we ask is to be let alone.
—Jefferson Davis
B U F
Acne Cleansing Bar
n e g o tia b le  issues w ou ld  
constitute an unfair labor practice. 
Walsh, a psychology professor, 
said in a telephone interview last 
night that' management would 
have to take unilaterial action that 
would determine wages or terms 
and conditions of employment in 
order to be guilty of an unfair labor 
practice.
“ I think it would be very con­
structive if President Bowers
talked about potential impacts of 
the reductions to the interim 
Finance Committee, making use 
of departm ent and school 
statements to do so,” he said.
Bowers said he is worred about 
the disruption of communication 
between the administration and 
the rest of the university 
community, but said he is 
“following the advice of legal 
counsel.”
RON NESSEN
Former NBC News 
Washington Correspondent 
Press Secretary to President Ford
"My Two Years in 
the White House"
Free. Public I 
Monday Marc!
RIDE NEEDED for 1 to ILLINOIS. Can leave Mar. 
17. Will share driving and expenses. Call 243- 
2709 after 5 p . m . _______________71 ~4
RIDE NEEDED to GRAND FORKS or FARGO. N.D. 
for 1 or 2. End of final week. Will share gas.
243-6699 _________ '___________ 7V4
NEED RIDE to HELENA March 3- 243-2366. 71-2
NEED RIDE for 2 from Oklahoma City to Missoula 
after spring break. Tom. 243-5120. 71-4
NEED RIDE to MPLS or vicinity, for spring break. 
Help with gas and driving. 721-2638 after 5. 71-4
NEED RIDE to San Francisco over spring break.
Will share gas and driving. Call 549-6637. 71-4
NEED RIDE for 2 to CHICAGO after Mar. 17 back 
after break. Tom, 243-5007. 70-3
NEED RIDE for 2 to NEW DENVER. B.C. or 
BONNER'S FERRY. IDAHO over break. Help with 
gas. Leave March 17. Call 543-6464 or 721-2403.
70-4
HEY. I need a ride to SAN FRANCISCO. 543-3692. 
Bill.  70-3
NEED RIDERS to SALT LAKE CITY. Leaving March 
19. Call Candy, 728-0919. ____________ 70-7
NEED RIDE TO BOZEMAN Friday. Call Mike. 
243-2198. 70-3
NEED RIDE TO WESTERN COLORADO on or 
after March 16. Call Dave at 243-2546. 70-3
NEED RIDE to BOZEMAN. Leaving Friday, anytime 
after 1. Preferably before 5:00. Call Debbie: 
728-2793. 70-3
NEED RIDE to DENVER/BOULDER AREA. Over 
spring break. Call Steve, 243-4966. 70-4
RIDERS NEEDED (3 or 4) to SEATTLE and PORT 
ANGELES. WA. Leaving Mar. 17. Call 243-2596, 
Jeff. 69-4
NEED RIDE to Portland on or about Mar. 16. Will 
share driving and traveling cost. Call 721-1280 
after 6:00 p.m. 69-4
11. FOR SALE
CARPET SAMPLES for sale 10C to $1.50 each. 
Small carpet remn’ts 50% off regular prices. 
GERHARDT FLOORS since 1946, 1358% W. 
Broadway. 72-5
FOR SALE: Kastle CPM 50 alpine skis. 200cm. $40. 
728-8940. 72-3
NEW!! 6-piece-interpru (Vinyl) luggage. Includes: 
2 zipper utility kit, 2 zipper garment carrier, 29” 
Pullman, 26” Pullman ALL purpose totebag, and 
16” utility bag. Was $209.95, will sell for $125.00. 
Color: brown. Call 543-5450 after 6 p.m. 72-2
TWO TOURNAMENT tickets for sale. 728-8960.
72-1
NEVER BEEN used: Rockwell power jig saw $25. 
Katie. 243-2341. 72-3
SIGMA 39-80mm Mini Zoom lens. Canon mount. 
Best offer over $100.728-3376 after 5:00. 71.2
1966 KAWASAKI 120 trail bike. Runs good, good 
gas mileage. $200.00 cheap. Call 549-5057 or 
leave message for Jeff in Kaimin office. 70-3
1 PAIR Hexcel Sundance 203cm w/Look-Nevada 
N17. Great skis used 1 season. Bottoms in prime 
condition 'SI 90 or offer. Brady at 549-6679. 70-3
BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes. 
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or 
your money promptly refunded. The Memory 
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown. 57-21
12. AUTOMOTIVE__________________
73 CAPRI. V-6. 4-spd air cond., AM/FM radio 
cassette, sun roof too! Make offer! Call 243-2506.
_____________________  72-3
1977 CHEVY van, 8 cyl. 305ci. 3 speed manual, 
under warranty $4700.00 243-4255 or 243-2322. 
leave message. 65-10
73 PINTO WAGON: rebuilt engine. 549-2690. 71-3
1969 PONTIAC LeMans 8-cyl.. auto P/S, bucket 
seats, $900. 541 E. Beckwith, M-Th, 5 to 7 p.m.
69-4
A CHERRY, low mileage, one owner ”76” Firebird 
Formula, loaded. Will deal. 20 mpg. 728-5682 
after 6 p.m. 64-10
13. BICYCLES
FOR SALE 25” 10-speed touring bike. $200 or best 
offer. Includes panniers. Call 243-4316. 71-2
16. WANTED TO RENT
EXTRA ROOM in est. apt. or cheap 1-bedrm. 243- 
5389. T.
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED 
FEMALE TO share spacious 1 bdrm. Piano, fire­
place, close to U. $92.50. 549-0639 evenings, 
open spring break. 70-3
ROOMMATE(S) NEEDED: phone 549-2604. 69-4
22. INSTRUCTION
DISCO DANCING — UC course. Spring Quarter, 
Sunday nights. 72-2
DANCE Elenita Brown— internationally trained 
BALLET — CHARACTER — MODERN — SPAN­
ISH — PRIMITIVE — JAZZ — Missoula; Monday 
and Friday. 728-1683. 57-20
Musicmagic 
Records and Tapes 
Tapestries and Wallhangings 
Smoking Accessories 
101 South Third West
Compare 
today’s \ 
best selling 
jeans with our 
Plain Pockets.
The big difference 
between 
us and them 
is the pocket.
And the price.
JCPenney 
Plain Pockets.
Reg. *10.00
Sale $8.00
Sale Ends Saturday
JCPenney
Shop Penneys Cotalog Phone 72S-5330
r
Ursus reveals double identity
By KIM PEDERSON
"Hello there, my boy. How are things going?”
"Ursusl You're backl Where have you been?"
"On vacation.”
"Why didn't you tell me you were going? You 
had me scared sh..., ah, well, you know, really 
scaredl I had this terrible hunch that you were 
shackled in chains in the basement of some 
house in Bozeman."
“I’m sorry, my boy, I never intended to frighten 
you."
"Wow, a two week vacation. You must have had 
a great time."
“As a matter of fact, I did. But it cost me quite a 
bit. It's a very good thing that I don't have to 
depend on my salary from here, otherwise I 
wouldn’t have made it past Beartooth."
Summer Employment
“What? You mean to tell me you've been 
moonlighting?”
"Nothing of the kind, my boy. I'm speaking 
about summer employment, the lifeblood of 
academia."
“What kind of jobs can a bear get, Ursus?"
"Well, for a long time I worked in the service of 
my country, striving to protect the land from 
hordes of ravaging invaders."
“The Russians?"
'Tourists, my boy, tourists."
"Just what kind of a job did you have, Ursus?”
“You’ll have to guess. But I will give you a clue. 
Listen closely. Ahem. Ahem. Only YOU can 
prevent forest fires!”
“ I don't believe itl You were . . ."
“No, no, of course I wasn't Him. I was His 
double."
“A bear with a double. What in god's name for?"
"Surely you don’t think a star like Himself 
would lower himself to pick up an axe and shovel 
and actually put out a fire. Heaven forbid!"
'That won't wash, Ursus. He never did anything 
but blow out a few matches. What’s the real 
reason?"
“I can't tell you, my boy. When I left the service, 
they made it clear what the penalties are for 
breaking the Official Secrets Act.”
“He comes under that?"
Ursus and Image
“Of course. They can't let us go around 
tarnishing national symbols, you know. Think of 
what it would do to the country's image."
“C'mon Ursus. You can trust me. I swear that 
nobody except you and me will know."
“Well, as long as you swear. Come closer so I 
can whisper. Stop! Not that close! People might 
get the wrong impression.”
"Boy, the government isn't the only thing 
worried about its image.”
"Quit stalling, Ursus. Tell me why they needed 
a double."
“Because, my boy, He was an incurable pyro- 
maniac."
"What! I can't believe this. You're telling me that 
our symbol for fire prevention is a firebug?"
"Was, my boy, I said was. I am sad to say they 
had to put Him away."
"Wow, that’s terrible, Ursus. Wasn't there any 
hope for Him?"
"No. Everything was fine while He was still 
working with matches. A few brush fires here and 
there could be easily handled. Then, as an added 
precaution, they hired me to do all the actual 
scenes with fire, just so He wouldn't get excited 
and run amuck."
"So what hap­
pened."
Quite a Rampage
"He got loose one 
year in an old stor­
age warehouse and 
discovered some 
Green Beret sabo­
tage manuals."
“Oh, nol"
“Yes, I’m afraid 
there was no stop­
ping him after he 
got into Molotov cocktails and thermite. The very 
next time we were in Yellowstone, he burned 
down a thousand acres, blew up four bridges, 
tossed a thermite grenade down Old Faithful, and 
firebombed eight Toyota pickups, and three 
Datsun campers. It was quite a rampage."
“That's terrible, Ursus. But what did he have 
against Toyotas and Datsuns?"
_ Rules Are Rules
“He always thought that foreign manufacturers 
were responsible for the death of his favorite car."
"The Stutz Bearcat?”
“No, the Edsel. He never got over it."
“ I can see that."
“But it wasn't that that did -Him in, my boy. It 
was the grenade in Old Faithful. They couldn't let 
Him get away with throwing things into the 
geyser. After all, there is a sign right In front of it 
that says not to. Rules are rules, my boy."
“ I get it. So what are you doing now for summer 
work, Ursus?"
“ I'm afraid I've had to accept a less prestigious 
position."
"What is it?"
Great Big Hugs
“ I'm employed by a fast food organization."
'What kind of work is it?"
"I hand out frisbees and give great big hugs to 
hordes of detestable little kids.”
"Boy, Ursus, I never thought I'd see you go 
commercial. The things people will do to keep 
themselves in school.”
"I know, my boy, I know. But if you’re ever in the 
mood for a free root beer this summer, look me 
up."
HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU, KID. These drama/dance students will be 
performing in “Mime," one of the three faculty-directed works scheduled 
for March 8 through 11 at 8 p.m. In the Masquer Theatre. (Staff photo by 
Mike Sanderson.)
Can't get 
it up
anymore?
Build Up 
Your Pressure 
With Beer
.25 Pitchers
3-6 p.m. and 11-mldnlght daily 
$1.00 an Hour Pool 
11 a.m.-6 p.m. Daily
Eight Ball Billiards
3101 Russell
E cjeJeJeI eI eJe jl I
i m p o r t  ^ M a r k e t
725 W. Alder
(upstairs in the warehouse)
Incense • Beads for 
Jewelry • Jute • Best 
Selection of Wicker In 
Town • Very Competitive 
Prices
OPEN TIL 9
THE KGVO RADIO SPRING FESTIVAL 
FOR THE MARCH OF DIMES 
AT SNOWBOWL — MARCH 11 & 12
Koshered Hot Dogs Outside ‘The Last Run In’ All Weekend Long
SATURDAY MARCH 11TH EVENTS
1. The Final Citizens Slalom Race 
10:00 A.M.—The Puma Run
2. The Freestyle Bump Contest 
Noon — Spartan Hill
3. Beer Obstacle Course .
1:00 P.M. —Bunny Hill
SUNDAY MARCH 12TH EVENTS
1. Costume Contest — All Costumed Skiers 
$3.00 Off Lift Ticket Price
2. Gelande Contest 
Noon
o
1290
Your Radio Station—Mlaaoula, MontanaPrizes To Be Awarded In All Events 
KGVO RADIO-HOLDING COMPANY SPRING FESTIVAL PARTY 
SATURDAY NITE, MARCH 11, 5:30-9
’1.00 Donation to the March of Dimes — Prizes Awarded to Winners of Saturday Events
E
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Never attended UM
Helena woman leaves $350,000 for UM scholarships
By TOM HARVEY
Montana Kalmln Reporter
A Helena woman, who never 
attended the University of Monta­
na and who had no apparent ties to 
it, has left the UM Foundation what 
is probably the biggest scholar­
ship fund it has ever received.
Bertha Morton, a life-long Hele­
na resident, accumulated alarge 
sum of money through stock 
market Investments and bond 
buying through a government 
savings plan. Morton, who never 
married, saved ' the money she 
made working 18 years for the 
Internal Revenue Service. When 
she died on Jan. 4,1977, at age 86, 
she left a trust fund of $350,000 to 
the UM Foundation to be used for 
scholarships for advanced student 
study.
Gayle Walton, administrative 
assistant at the UM Foundation, 
said the scholarship program will 
receive about $23,000 of income a
year from the trust fund, which 
Morton established at the Northw­
estern Union Trust Co. of Helena.
Incredible Savings 
Walton said that Morton had an 
"incredible amount of savings" for 
a person of modest means. When 
she died she possessed $80,000 
worth of uncashed bonds.
According to Walton, Union 
Trust Co. officials said Morton had 
no heirs and came to them for an 
estate plan. One official said, “She 
felt that getting a university educa­
tion was a good thing" and that she 
thought UM was a good university.
Morton sometimes became dis­
turbed at events on the UM cam­
pus, Walton said. She was “ap­
palled at what she saw in the 
paper” and would call up the trust 
company in “outrage” at anti-war 
demonstrations, sloppy dress and 
long hair styles, Walton said.
That Morton saw fit to leave her 
money to the university was a
“landmark of liberal thinking." 
Walton added.
According to Walton, there will 
be two programs that will use 
funds from the Morton trust. One 
program will be for scholarships 
for graduate students and the 
other will be an honors program in 
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Raymond Murray, dean of the 
graduate school, said at least 14 
$1,000 scholarships will be given 
each year to graduate students.
The recipients will be picked by 
the Graduate Council from those 
students nominated by depart­
ments and schools having gradu­
ate programs.
In a memorandum to depart­
ment chairmen and deans of 
professional schools, Murray gave 
the criteria for judging scholarship 
nominees:
• academic record.
• published works.
•  honors and awards.
• evidence of creative activities.
It’s there when you need it.
The Walk-in Is a confidential 
listening service operated by 
UM students for UM students.
It’s there for you to use 
whenever you're bummed out, 
having trouble studying or 
just need someone to talk to.
No records. No names.
No hassle.
t h e  w a l k - i n
at the SE entrance of the Student Health Service Bldg. 
9-5 Weekdays 8-12 Every Night
Open Sunday
Memory Banke Special 
Every Album and Tape  
ON SALE « —
N ew  and Used
500 off our everyday 
low price
(Does not apply to 
cutouts)
Reg. $4.99, NOW $4.49 
Reg. $5.99, NOW $5.49, 
etc.
(No limits on quantities)
500 OFF
Any of These Items
• Sound Guard
• Disc Preener
• Dust Bug
• Blank 8-Tracks
• 8-Track Head Cleaner 
(No limits on quantities)
ELVIS
Over 70 Titles to 
Choose From
LP's as low as *2.49  
Tapesjas low  as *3.99
ELTON JOHN'S
S —| j g | ------—$ NCOJME II
Ted Nugent 
Cat Scratch Fever
That’s Right! Everybody has a sale with a few 
albums. But this Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
only the Memory Banke will have EVERY $6.98 list 
album on sale for just $4.49. Check our selection, 
check our prices and you’ll know why we’re 
Missoula's No. 1 Music Headquarters.1
• Sale Rules <
1 No gimmicks
• You must mention  
seeing this ad in the 
Kaimin when you com e in 
(N o exceptions)
> Right from our 
regular stock
► First com e first choice
•  No rain checks
•  No limits on quantities
•  100% guaranteed  
satisfaction 
on all used items
•  Som e below  our cost
•  Over 7,000 to  choose from
RU LES ST R IC TLY  A D H E R ED  TO
im \7V
, GRATEFUL DEAD I
"We Guarantee What We Sell"
MEMORY BANKE
"Across trom the Old Post Office" 
728-5780 140 E. Broadway
h
O pen Sunday
Murray called the scholarships a 
"rather spectacular program."
William Feyerharm, associate 
dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, said that the college is in 
the process of establishing an 
honors program using the Morton 
money. The money will be used to 
support senior honors papers.
Feyerharm said that the money 
established for this purpose could 
be used for books, travel expenses
or equipment that an honor stu­
dent needs to write his paper.
The students will be chosen by 
the college honors committee. 
Feyerharm said that students with 
a 3.5 grade point average are 
eligible.
The program will receive $2,000 
this year. The amount will be 
reconsidered each year by the 
graduate school dean.
---- news briefs——
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ethiopia confirms Cubans fighting
Ethiopia confirmed for the first time yesterday that Cuban troops are 
manning front lines in the African country's war against secessionist 
rebels. Ethiopian head of state Lt. Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam said 
“Cubans, who are renowned for shedding their blood anywhere and at all 
times in genuine struggle and for the sake of principles, are standing 
alongside the Ethiopian people's defense forces on the front lines." 
Guerrillas fighting in southernmost Ethiopia, meanwhile, reported killing 
two Cuban officers. If the report is true, it represents the farthest south 
Cuban troops have moved in the war.
Group plans coal lease showdown
The environmental organization Friends of the Earth is calling for 
invalidation and renegotiation of all coal leases on state land in Montana 
and expects to go to court to back its demands. Edward Dobson of 
Billings, Northern Great Plains representative of Friends of the Earth, 
said yesterday his group expects to make no headway with the State 
Land Board in an attempt to raise royalties on coal from a strip mine on 
state land in southeastern Montana. Friends of the Earth contends that 
the Enabling Act of 1889, the law by which Congress authorized 
statehood for Montana, requires payment of full market value when state 
school trust lands are opened for resource extraction.
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Celebrate  
After The Game
*flne drinks 
*contemporary disco
HAPPY HOUR 
Monday thru Thursday 
5:30 - 6:30
T H E  E X C IT IN G  E X C E P T IO N
145 West Front St.
T H I C K
D E L I C I O U S
S A N D W I C H E S
T O
G O
728-7370
corned beef • Idppi 
hot mustard • rye bread 
Italian salami * pepsi 
russian dressing • perrier 
carrauiay Jack • beef salami 
Swiss cheese • pastrami 
mozzarella • lanuin's 
french bread 
potato salad • smoked 
Cheddar •  prosciutto 
dill pickles • pepperoni
L o c a lly  O w n e d  A n d  O p e r a te d
Kaimin editor wants to maintain paper’s standards
By WILLIAM MURPHY
Montana Kalinin Reporter
Barbara Miller is going to be “a 
tough act to follow,” newly ap­
pointed Montana Kaimin editor 
Paul Driscoll said in an interview 
yesterday.
Driscoll was appointed Feb. 21 
by Publications Board, an ASUM 
committee that oversees the Kai­
min, to serve a one-year term as 
editor, beginning Spring Quarter. 
Miller's term as editor ends with 
publication of next Friday’s paper.
Driscoll said he does not plan 
any immediate changes in the 
Kaimin's editorial policy.
“I've been satisfied with the way 
Barbara has run the paper," he 
said. "One of the main reasons I 
wanted the editor's job is because I 
wanted to see a continuation of the 
standards Barbara has set.”
Driscoll said any "major 
changes” in the Kaimin that he 
may effect will be "thought out well 
ahead of time." He said he will 
concentrate Spring Quarter on 
“maintaining continuity" of the 
paper’s quality.
Driscoll said he would like to see 
more feature stories, more gra-
Hubcap hobby
BRIDGEVIEW, ILL. (AP)—Leroy 
Lape has a new hobby. He collects 
hubcaps that fall off in front of his 
house when cars crunch into a 
pothole 9 inches deep and 2V4 feet 
long.
“In the last four days alone, I've 
picked up SO hubcaps near the 
curb," said Lape, 42, a driver in The 
Chicago Tribune's circulation 
department. “ I've got 'em for all 
kinds of cars, Fords, Chevys, 
everything.”
phics and more photographs in the 
Kaimin, but added that, given the 
limited amount of space the paper 
has to work with, "hard news" 
stories must take precedence.
“I feel an obligation to print hard 
news," Driscoll said. "After all, a 
newspaper is supposed to be a 
historical record."
'Boring'
He admitted that news-oriented 
stories can be “boring,” but em­
phasized the press's responsibility 
is to report events that affect the 
public interest.
However, Driscoll said he will try 
to expand the Kaimin's feature 
supplement, the Montana Review. 
Currently, the Montana Review 
appears occasionally as a supple­
ment to the Friday Kaimin, but 
Driscoll said he hopes to have the 
review appear on a regular basis, 
every other Friday. He said he 
intends to hire a special Montana 
Review editor to write and solicit 
feature stories.
Driscoll challenged the conten­
tion that the Kaimin has “credibili­
ty" problems. "I think the Kaimin 
has a lot of credibility," he said.
"I'm a firm believer that there is 
no such thing as objectivity in 
reporting the news,” he said. But 
he added that reporters must 
always "strive" for objectivity, and 
he said he thinks the Kaimin has 
done a good job in keeping news 
stories free of bias.
‘A Stake’
As an example, he mentioned 
the job the Kaimin did in covering 
the program review process. He 
said that, as students, the re­
porters who covered the story 
“had a stake” in the outcome of 
program review, but still reported
the process "fairly and fairly ob­
jectively.”
Driscoll denied that relations are 
"strained” between the Publica­
tions Board and the Kaimin.
"I think the board should follow 
a hands-off policy as far as editor­
ial content is concerned,” he said.
PAUL DRISCOLL
"And I think they've done that. 
They've made no attempt to direct 
editorial policy. I think It's a pretty 
good board.”
Driscoll said his main criticism 
of the board is that some of the 
members do not understand the 
role a free press plays in society. 
He said he would like to see future 
boards composed of people with a 
“special interest” in the media. He 
added, however, that he thinks the 
board is already moving in this 
direction, and said some of the 
members take a “very active" 
Interest In the Kaimin's problems.
Though the Kaimin is distributed 
free, UM students "buy" the Kai­
min with their student fees. The 
newspaper is funded by the Cen­
tral Board, which dispenses mo­
ney from the fees to various 
student organizations.
Driscoll said he thinks the Kai­
min should work toward gaining 
independence from the Central 
Board, because it is one of the 
main political units on campus that 
the Kaimin reports on.
It is difficult, Driscoll said, to 
criticize an organization that "con­
trols your purse strings.”
Independence
Driscqll said he thinks that if the 
Kaimin begins to make plans now, 
it can establish financial independ­
ence within three years. He said 
several members of the Publica­
tions Board endorse the idea of an 
independent Kaimin.
Driscoll mentioned several 
issues that he thinks will be impor­
tant in the months ahead. Among 
them:
• The University Teachers’ Un­
ion is considering bringing suit 
against the university to prevent 
scheduled faculty cuts.
• The university is contemplat­
ing reinstituting some sort of “core 
requirements" for all students.
• UM is also considering requir­
ing all incoming students to take a 
"language competency" test.
Driscoll said the' Kaimin will 
follow these and other stories.
"I don't think we’re going to have 
any problems finding news to 
report," he said.
Driscoll said he is not going to 
go out of his way to be controver­
sial. He said the next legislative 
session will begin during Winter 
Quarter of next year, "and a lot of 
people in Helena read the Kaimin.”
He said he sees "no sense in 
stirring up controversy for its own 
sake."
"Christ knows," he said, “there’s 
going to be enough real controver­
sy to report on, without us having 
to invent any.”
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75 Years of Tradition
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EXPAND YOUR WORLD, YOURSELF
SEE REPS NEXT WEEK 
UNIVERSITY CENTER
-Peace Corps/VTSTA-
434 N. Higgins Ave. — 549-1293
WORDEN’S
M INI MARKET
Offers Tournament Specials 
Available Only At Worden’s 
Mini Market
Burgie Six Pack...$1.19 
Lucky Cold Pack...$2.79
(12 Cans of Ice Cold Lucky)
One Stop Shopping for Everything From 
Snacks to Six Packs to Ice Cold Kegs. 
And Open Daily from 8 a.m. to Midnight.
Worden’s Mini Market
For All Your Kegger Needs 
On Livingston, Behind Burger King 
728-7553
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Big Sky hopes go on the line in tourney tonight. .  .
By BOB BLACK
Montana Kalmln Sports Editor
The Montana Grizzlies will try to 
hurdle their last obstacle between 
them and the NCAA playoffs this 
weekend when they entertain 
three other conference teams in 
the Big Sky Tournament.
The Grizzlies, picked to finish 
fifth when the regular season 
began In November, surprised the 
roundball pundits by winning the 
regular season title last week. That 
gave them the right to be the host 
team in the tournament, and a 
chance to advance to the NCAA 
Western Regional tournament 
slated for March 11 in Eugene, Ore.
Montana will square off against 
Boise State, a team it beat last 
week 73-67, in a 9 p.m. contest 
tonight. At 7 p.m. Idaho State and 
Weber State go at it.
The winners will play for the 
championship and a trip to Oregon 
tomorrow at 8 p.m.
Despite the fact that the first 
through fourth place teams will be 
playing in the tournament, no team 
has come through as an over­
whelming favorite. Each team has 
played the others competing in the 
tourney twice, and only Weber and 
Boise have two losses to another 
tournament team.
Weber lost to Montana and 
Boise lost to Idaho State both
This program concludes our 
presentation of Phantom India, 
Louis Malle's leviathan 6-hour color 
documentary on India. Presented 
as a visual diary, Malle's “film of 
chance encounters” follows his 
odyssey throughout India and is an 
extraordinary portrait of one of the 
world’s most fascinating and 
astonishingly diverse countries. 
(Each part stands on its own, so 
feel free to come and see what you 
haven’t missed.) Part 6, “On the 
Fringes of Indian Society," 
investigates various groups isolated 
from the mainstream: aboriginal 
tribes, Christians, a tiny, inbred 
group of Jews in Cochin, the 
utopian Pondicherry ashram, the 
edenic Todas. In Part 7, “Bombay— 
The Future India,” that city is seen 
as a booming contradiction, ruled 
by the Pharsees, filled with industry 
and slums, rigidly prohibitionist yet 
containing one of the world's
biggest red-light districts. Malle approaches his subject with humility and 
wonder; his narration—in English—is illuminating and unabrasive. 1967-8. 
Color. Montana Premiere. Regular Showtimes.
PHANTOM INDIA
(Parts 6 & 7)
“O ne of the greatest docum entaries ever m ade and certain ly the  
greatest travel docum entary.'’— G ary Arnold, The Washington 
Post.
“A towering, m em orable film  that engulfs the v ie w e r.. .a  film  that 
brings us closer to India and shows us more than any other yet 
m ade.”— Howard Thompson, The New York Times.
“An extraordinarily rich glimpse of the most com plex nation on 
earth."— Charles M ichener, Newsweek.
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ELEVEN ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
Including Best Actress, Best Director 
and BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR
Based on i  tru e  story,
The story of two women whose friendship 
suddenly became a matter of life and death.
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Based on a true story
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SUNDAY MATINEE AT 2:00 ONLY
times they met this year, while all 
the others have split in their games 
with one another.
It is for this reason that assistant 
coach Mike Montgomery is not 
predicting an easy win over Boise 
State tonight.
“Frankly, I’m scared to death of 
Boise State,” Montgomery said at a 
weekly gathering of the Grizzly 
Den boosters this week. “They can 
hurt us, and we are not looking 
past Friday at 9 p.m.”
Montana avenged an earlier loss 
and clinched the regular-season 
title with the win over Boise last 
week, as Michael Ray Richardson 
and John Stroeder paced the 
Grizzlies with 29 and 17 points 
respectively.
Montgomery expects the Bron­
cos to open with a zone defense to 
keep Montana away from the 
basket.
Montgomery said that last week 
Boise tried the zone, but had to 
switch to a man-on-man when 
Montana took the lead early.
Richardson and Stroeder could 
again be the key to the Grizzly’s 
successes. No doubt a lot of 
Boise's strategy will be directed at 
stopping the pair.
Last week Bronco Coach Bus 
Connor assigned Tony Hodges the 
task of checking Richardson, the 
Big Sky scoring champion, but the 
results were not very favorable for 
the visitors.
Hodges drew his fourth foul mid­
way through the first half and was
forced to take a rest until after the 
intermission. However, many of 
the 9,350 fans on hand were not 
even settled into their seats in the 
second half before Hodges drew
<=>
Presidents approve 
scholarship increase
By MIKE OLDHAM
Montana Kalmln Sports Editor
The Big Sky Conference presi­
dents approved a proposal to 
increase football scholarships 
from 60 to 65 yesterday.
The proposal was approved by a 
6-1 vote, with only University of 
Montana president Richard Bow­
ers voting against it. Gonzaga 
University, which does not have a 
football program, did not vote.
The University Athletic Commit­
tee and Harley Lewis, UM men's 
intercollegiate athletics director, 
have both said they support Bow­
ers’ vote.
NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!
JOE DON BAKER is
W IS H B O N E  C U TTER
O PEN 6:15 P.M. 
Short* at 6:30-9:00 
“Cutter” at 7:05-9:35
Show place of Montana
WILMA
543-7341
Tw o Showings Fri.-Sat. Ev es.; O ther Eves. 8:00 Only
Bowers said the funding for the 
additional scholarships, which 
amounts to $8,500, will probably 
be provided by Century Club, a 
Missoula group that contributes to 
UM athletics.
Gene Carlson, intercollegiate 
football coach at UM, predicted 
Century Club will cover the addi­
tional scholarship costs.
There is “no way” funding forthe 
additional scholarships will come 
from anywhere except the club, 
Bowers said.
Bowers said that he doesn't want 
to “steal from other sports" if the 
additional scholarships put UM 
over the limit allowed by the Big 
Sky Conference.
The conference allows each 
school to award up to 100 athletic 
grants-in-aid.
Carlson said that it would not be 
“ logical” to cut back on other 
sports and that the conference 
schools will probably “make an 
adjustment.”
Bowers said he was not sure 
whether the new scholarship prop­
osal retains the “old language" on 
scholarships or if it includes new 
regulations.
The old language, used primari­
ly for semester schools, stated that 
a school could use 70 scholarship 
recipients during the first semester 
and cut ten before the second 
semester, leaving an average of 65.
The Big Sky proposal will be 
effective until the NCAA’s next 
convention in January, 1979. Bow­
ers and Lewis both had said they 
wanted to see how other Division 
1-AA teams voted on scholarship 
proposals before the Big Sky took 
action on the issue.
Bowers said the number of 
scholarships that the NCAA allows 
next year for the new Division 1- 
AA, to which UM is seeking mem­
bership, could range from 40 to 75.
He said his "ultimate aim” is to 
have all scholarships and recruit­
ing costs paid for by the Century 
Club. Currently, costs are paid for 
by Century Club and gate receipts.
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... Grizzlies face Boise State
personal No. 5 and was relegated 
to a spectator's role on the end of 
the Bronco bench.
"He's not a very good player, but 
a very physical one," Montgomery 
said of Hodges.
The loss of Hodges didn't seem 
to stop any of the visitors’ momen­
tum. They went on to close the 
Grizzly lead to four points during 
the second half before Montana 
pulled away.
In the other game tonight, the 
second and third place teams will 
square off. Montgomery rates 
Weber State a slight favorite in that 
one.
His reason is that Idaho State’s 
Brand Robinson will miss the 
tournament due to a knee injury he 
suffered in Bozeman on Saturday. 
Robinson, a native of Manhattan, 
Mont., who Montgomery said 
jokingly "should be playing for us," 
tallied 20 points in UM's 92-77 win 
over the Bengals on Friday.
In their last outing, the Grizzlies 
were blasted 89-68 by an inspired 
Utah State team in Logan. Howev­
er, Montgomery is looking at that 
loss as a “blessing in disguise" 
rather than mulling over the defeat.
“ I knew Sunday when we went 
down there we were in trouble,” 
Montgomery said.
He is hoping the loss, which 
ended a 13-game winning streak, 
will help take some of the pressure 
off the players so that they can 
concentrate on tonight's game.
averaged 4 8 rebounds per game.
• Montana will make its first 
appearance in the two-year-old 
tournament tonight, leaving the 
University of Idaho the only Big 
Sky team that has not qualified.
• Boise State’s Steve Connor 
holds the record for the most 
points scored in the tournament 
with 26. Connor led the Broncos to 
the championship In 1976 with 26
points In a 93-81 win over Idaho 
State in the championship game. 
Boise did not compete in the 
tourney last year.
• Montana's Richardson and 
Lawrence Butler of ISU were 
named to the All-Region 7 team 
this week by the United States 
Basketball Writers Association. 
Richardson won the Big Sky 
scoring race with a 24.0 average. 
Butler was close behind at 23.7.
THE GRIZZLIES CONVENE during a break In the action In Saturday 
night's Boise State game. Assistant Coach Mike Montgomery (right) and 
Coach Jim Brandenburg (left) plan the strategy.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT ONLYI
Special Preview Showings of the 
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BEAR TRACKS
•  Idaho State will bring the best 
offensive team into the tourna­
ment, and UM will have the best 
defensive squad. The Bengals 
averaged 78.3 points per game 
while Montana gave up 63.1.
•  Weber State has been the 
most accurate shooting team this 
season with a 49.8 percentage 
from the field and 75.5 percentage 
from the foul line.
•  UM finished the season with 
firsts in two other departments in 
the Big Sky statistical race. The 
Grizzlies led in margin of victory 
(7.2) and team rebounds (7.7). The 
closest team was Weber State 
which had a 6.0 victory margin and
ALICE’S
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Seven faculty appeals heard by committee
By DEB McKINNEY
Montana Kalmln Reporter
The appeals process for faculty 
members whose jobs have been 
terminated is moving along, slowly 
but surely, with seven cases heard.
The Committee on Service of the 
Faculty Senate is conducting the 
hearings and has sent recommen­
dations concerning the seven 
appeals to the office of University 
of Montana President Richard 
Bowers.
Bowers said yesterday that he 
has not yet read the recommenda­
tions and therefore could not 
comment on them. The committee 
members also would not com­
ment.
He said he is waiting until he 
receives the recommendations 
from Missoula lawyer Thomas 
Boone, the hearings officer, before 
he reads the committee's report 
and makes a decision.
Last fall, 31 faculty members 
received notice that their contracts 
would not be renewed in order to 
meet UM's deficient budget.
The appeals process “was set up
in order to make as certain as we 
could that we did not abridge or 
violate anyone's contractual 
rights," Bowers said.
Process Delayed
Sixteen faculty members signed 
up for the appeals hearings, which 
began Feb. 8. Originally, the hear­
ings were to last only two days, 
according to Fred Henningsen, 
professor of accounting and fi­
nance and a service committee 
member.
The University Teachers Union's 
(UTU's) proposed unfair labor 
practice charges against the UM 
administration's handling of the 
appeals is partly responsible for 
"dragging it out,” according to 
Henningsen.
At a meeting last month, the 
UTU asked faculty members in­
tending to appeal to request post­
ponements until the charges are 
resolved.
The UTU is claiming that the 
appeals procedures are negotiable 
by the union because the'proce­
dures are not listed in faculty 
contracts and the administration
Charlie Chaplin’s body stolen
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP) 
— The body of Charlie Chaplin 
was stolen from his grave in a small 
village cemetery on Lake Geneva, 
police reported today. Authorities 
refused to discuss possible mo­
tives for the act.
A brief communique from the 
Vaud cantonal state police said the 
coffin containing the British come­
dian's remains disappeared late 
Wednesday or early yesterday 
from the graveyard at Corsier-Sur-
Vevey, the village 15 miles east of 
here where Chaplin spent the last 
20 years of his life.
At Chaplin's home, his widow, 
Oona, refused to talk to reporters.
A Corsier-Sur-Vevey municipal 
official described the theft as an 
"act of vandalism.” But he and 
other local officials declined to 
discuss it further.
Chaplin died at Corsier last 
Christmas Day at age 88.
did not announce them until the 
day the faculty elected the UTU as 
its collective bargaining agent.
Charges of Bias 
UTU officials have also charged 
that Boone is biased. But Hen­
ningsen disagrees. "I didn't detect 
any hint of bias," he said. “ In fact, I 
think he was a model of fairness." 
Of the 16 appeals originally
“The appeals process 
was set up in order to 
make as certain as we 
could that we did not 
abridge or violate any­
one’s contractual rights,” 
Bowers said.
registered, seven have been heard 
and seven more have been granted 
postponements. Two faculty 
members who lodged appeals 
have "apparently” decided not to 
go through the process, Bowers 
said. He added that the postpone­
ments were granted to allow the 
appellants more time to prepare 
for the hearings.
'  Four persons are hearing the 
appeals. They include Boone, two 
of the three members of the service 
committee — Howard Reinhardt, 
professor of mathematics, Hen­
ningsen — and Lynda Brown, UM 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
officer.
Theoretically, the appellants 
each have an hour to state their 
case, but in practice, Henningsen 
said, they get as much time as they 
need.
“We didn’t choke off any testim­
ony," he said.
In a letter to the service commit­
tee, Bowers stated that the "ap­
peals must be limited to questions 
of infringement of individuals’ 
rights" guaranteed by contract or 
law. The recommendations of the 
service committee will be separate 
from those of the hearings officer, 
the letter said.
Bowers will review the recom­
mendations and inform the faculty 
members of his final decision. 
Asked if Bowers will follow the
recommendations, Henningsen 
said, "I would hope so."
The letter also specified that the 
hearings would be closed to the 
public unless the faculty member 
whose appeal is being heard 
requests that it be open.
Henningsen said that about half 
of the appellants heard made such 
a request and that some of the 
open hearings were attended by 
students.
The hearings will continue, Hen­
ningsen said, until ail those who 
want to appeal are heard.
Aid to New York residents available
Legal residents of the state of 
New York may be eligible for as 
much as $1,500 in state assistance, 
Donna Booth, coordinator of aca­
demic advising and orientation, 
announced yesterday.
Booth said students whose fami­
lies earned less than $20,000 in 
taxable income last year may be 
eligible for assistance from that
state's Tuition Assistance Pro­
gram.
The program was set up by New 
York to'assist state residents in 
out-of-state, as well as local, uni­
versities.
Any interested student should 
contact Booth at the Center for 
Student Development in the base­
ment of the Lodge, Room 148.
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l Coors Premium Offer.
Mail to:
Coors Premium Offer 
P.O. Box 658 
Golden, Colorado 80401 
Void where prohibited by 
law. Missouri residents, 
please add 4V*% sales tax.
No stamps. C.O.D. orders 
or credit cards.
N am e
Address
City _______ Slate_______________________Zip
A d ult sizes (specify quantity of each):
___ S(32-34) M(36-38) t otal number Total amount
ol shirts—-i ,i i, enclosed: S
___ L( 40-42) ___ XL(44-46)
This offer is valid until May 31.1978. ^ g I
